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1) This is my #Qanon thread for May 12, 2018. 

 

Q posts can be found here: qanon.pub 

 

My theme for this series: The Iran Deal's Extortion Plot Exposed
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2) #Qanon posted a link to a news article about a lawsuit against Facebook for illegally logging private

user information.  

 

The lawsuit could become a class action suit that we could all join as plaintiffs.  

 

If we unite, we have the power to defeat corrupt institutions.
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3) Link to article: 

#Qanon  
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http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2018/05/11/facebook-faces-class-action-lawsuit-for-saving-text-and-

call-logs-of-users/

Facebook Faces Class Action Lawsuit for Saving Text and Call Logs of Users | Breitbart
Facebook is facing a class-action lawsuit following the revelation that the company logged users' text and
call logs using the Facebook smartphone app.

http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2018/05/11/facebook-faces-class-action-lawsuit-for-saving-text-and-call-logs-of-…

4) An anon told #Qanon he was disgusted with Alex Jones and his recent statements about Q.
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5) #Qanon posted a link to an article where Alex Jones' attorney argued in court that his on-air shtick

was performance art. 

Entertainment. 

Q said it's time to move on.  

Big week ahead.
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6) Coincidence? 

#Qanon
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7) Here's the link to Article #Qanon posted.  

http://insider.foxnews.com/2017/04/17/alex-jones-performance-artist-attorney-says-texas-child-

custody-case

Lawyer Defends Conspiracy Theorist Alex Jones: 'He's Playing a Character' on Air
A defense lawyer for radio host Alex Jones said in a Texas child custody hearing that the conspiracy theorist
is a "performance artist."

http://insider.foxnews.com/2017/04/17/alex-jones-performance-artist-attorney-says-texas-child-custody-case

8) This morning a senior advisor to Iran's foreign minister Mohammad Javad Zarif made a stunning

announcement. 

 

If western leaders can't find a way to save the Iran deal, Iran will reveal the names of politicians who took
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money to create the deal. 

#Qanon
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9) Javad Zarif is Iran's foreign minister and one of the main people trying to keep the Iran deal intact.  

#Qanon
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10) Iran is threatening to go public with the names of politicians who took kickbacks (bribes) to create a

deal that would allow Iran to have nuclear weapons.  

 

Define extortion. 

#Qanon
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11) Benjamin Netanyahu blew the cover on the Iran deal when he publicly made the case that it allowed

Iran to secretly continue its nuclear weapons program.  

#Qanon  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/nZa3ZRCYO90

12) #Qanon told us the sole purpose for Emanueal Macron and Angela Merkel visiting the White House

was to pressure President Trump to remain in the Iran deal. 

 

Why is it so important to them?
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13) #Qanon said our withdrawal from the Iran deal is literally a matter of life and death to the politicians

who created it.  

Why are they panicking? 

Because Iran just said they'll blow the whistle on the deal, exposing the crimes of politicians.
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14) Barack Obama and his friends came together to openly criticize the President's decision to withdraw

from the Iran deal. 

#Qanon
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15) #Qanon asked why Barack Obama, John Kerry, Hillary and Bill Clinton are flying around the world

meeting with global leaders.  

 

Desperate to keep the Iran deal going? 

 

Q said the deal kept Iran quiet.  

(They wouldn't talk about the kickbacks.)
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16) How damaging are the secrets that will be revealed when the Iran deal is undone? 

 

#Qanon has said (repeatedly):  

THERE WILL COME A TIME NONE OF THEM WILL BE ABLE TO WALK DOWN THE STREET. 

 

Treason is 1/10

17) #Qanon posted this. 

I read the Reddit article Q referenced about Jerome Corsi & Alex Jones.  

If you haven't read it you should.  

Link:  
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https://www.reddit.com/r/greatawakening/comments/8ia0vu/the_long_and_secret_info_wars_agains

t_q_and_how/
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18) Still confused? 

It's simple.  

Alex Jones felt threatened by the attention #Qanon was receiving. 

Initially, he tried to dismiss Q. 

He claimed to have the same intel from his own sources. 

But interest in Q exploded.

19) Dismissing #Qanon didn't work so Jones pointed people to his own version of Qanon - Zach. 

 

Message? 

"You don't need to listen to Q and decode his confusing posts. 

We have our own Q and he's easier to understand."

20) That didn't work so Jones recruited Jerome Corsi. 

According to many Q followers, Corsi's #Qanon decodes have been marginal. The biggest complaint

people have is that he doesn't do the research.

21) #Qanon has suggested that the intent of InfoWars was to marginalize Q, provide bad decodes to

confuse people and have them give up on Q and ultimately, remain loyal followers of Jones and Infowars.

 

(They want to be your only source of information on the deep state.)

22) I had a dream last night about #Qanon and Infowars.  

In the dream, Infowars and Jones continued attacking Q publicly. It exposed their wrong motives and

ultimately brought about the destruction of their platform. 

 

(The more you hammer Q, the more Q hammers you.)

23) #Qanon reposted this from January. It's a reminder that anyone who claims to have spoken to the Q

team, anyone who claims to be associated with them or who claims to represent Q and his team on any

other platform is lying.
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